Volunteering fee starts from 25 $ a day to 175 $ per week

www.rainedgeinternational.org

Rain edge International is a non-profit community-based organization with its offices centred in Nakuru
Kenya. It was founded out of a passion to alleviate poverty especially within the marginalized children,
i.e., street children, the vulnerable and those at risk in one way or another within the community. Rain
edge operates under Christian based principles and values, but it does not exclude people or deny them
assistance based on their faith, gender or race. Rain edge is to imply the end of a rainy season where
for us in Kenya we depend a lot on rain for food.
Sure 24 homes operates under Rainedge and has population of about 200 children, both boys and
girls.
We create a healthy and working community through education, art and sports, shelter, feeding
program and child care.
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Our mission is to alleviate poverty especially within the marginalized children, i.e. street children, the
vulnerable and those at risk in one way or another within the community; through Education, Sports,
Arts,Shelter, Feeding program and Job creation.

Receiving volunteers from all over the world is a priceless opportunity for our children and the
benefits are even higher with a diversity of backgrounds and skills. Once you become part of us you
are considered a family and any idea on how we can improve and maximize on what we have is highly
welcome, we do believe that it takes more than action to change a society because all that matters is
the heart posture.
Once your heart is connected to what you want to accomplish, nothing can hinder or stop you. You
can volunteer at our nursery, primary and high school to help teach core subjects, such as English,
mathematics, science, music, art and sciences (biology, Chemistry and Physics) support the children
that need extra care, as well as designing workshops, extra-curricular and holiday activities about
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health, social justice, woman empowerment, responsible sexual behaviour, environmental
conservation, agriculture etc.
There is a lot to do and it’s a lot of fun!
We are glad that you are interested in volunteering with us at Rainedge and sure24 homes; we have
designed this preparatory booklet to make you feel as comfortable as possible about volunteering.

Nakuru is the fourth largest city in Kenya and the capital of Nakuru County in Kenya and former capital
of the rift valley province. It has 307,990 inhabitants, making it the largest urban Centre in the Kenyan
mid-west with Eldoret in Uasin Gishu following closely behind. Nakuru lies about 1,850 m above sea
level. The local currency is Kenyan Shilling (KES), Official languages Swahili and English and the time
zone is UTC+03:00. Apparently Nakuru town is claimed to be the cleanest town in Kenya.
Rain edge international Centre is situated along Nakuru Pipeline, about 157 km from Nairobi, the
capital city of Kenya and about 183.29 km from Kisumu, the second largest city in Kenya.

The climate here is mild, and generally warm and temperate. The rain in Nakuru falls mostly in the
winter, with relatively little rain in the summer. The temperature here averages 17.5°C. The rainfall
here averages 895mm.

•

Lake Nakuru

•

Subukia Equator line
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•

Lake Naivasha (Home for hippos)

•

Lord Egerton caslte

•

Menengai crater

•

Kariandusi mining site

•
•

Hyrax hill
Rift valley sports club

•

Nakuru national park

•

Coffee/tea leaves plantation

•

Lord Delamere conservancy

•

Lake Bogoria hot springs

Preparing for Arrival Volunteering in Kenya will be an exhilarating, horizon-widening time. You will
find new friends and take on new challenges, experiencing a different way of life while you do so. It
will also be hard, tiring work, in an unfamiliar country far from home. It will push you outside of your
comfort zone at least once. To make the most of this opportunity, it’s a good idea to make sure that
you as prepared as possible, both physically and mentally. This section aims to help you with you
preparations and give you an idea of what to expect.

Physical Preparation
The last thing you want is your trip to be ruined by ill health. Before you depart, you need to make
sure you have received all the necessary vaccinations and medication, as well as a clean bill of health.
Vaccinations Before you depart, you MUST consult your doctor about which vaccinations you will
need for a stay in Kenya. Some of these may require extended incubation periods, so it’s worth
arranging an appointment as soon as possible. Here are our guidelines concerning vaccinations:
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Mandatory: Yellow Fever.
Highly recommended: Tetanus, Typhoid, Hepatitis A Also recommended: Hepatitis B, Rabies and
Meningitis Anti-Malarias We insist that all volunteers purchase a full course of anti-malarial tablets
before departure. You should consult your doctor about the courses available and costs.
Malarone is popular due to minimal side effects, which can be reduced further if the drug is taken
with food or milky drinks. Doxycycline, Proguanil and Mefloquine offer viable cheaper alternatives to
Malarone, but please check the side effects and consult your doctor before taking. A common side
effect is increased vulnerability to sunburn, so make sure to take proper precautions.

It is important to ensure that you finish your course of anti-malarial when you return home
Prevention With all diseases, avoiding infection is the best strategy. As well as getting the necessary
vaccinations and anti-malarias, you should aim to prevent infection in any way you can. To prevent
bites, make sure to bring plenty of natural insect repellent.

We recommend that you arrange medical, dental and eye check-ups before you depart, to identify
any issues that might affect your time in Kenya.

Mental Preparation
It’s also a good idea to think about how you prepare yourself mentally. Culture shock and
homesickness can occur, and while they’re normally short-lived, they’re no fun while they last. And no
matter how hard we try, we can never fully prepare you for all the differences between life in Kenya
and life at home. However, with a healthy mindset, these should be no more than a fleeting problem;
and with a bit of preparation, you’re ready to be a fantastic, valuable volunteer.
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Remember that your host team and your fellow volunteers are all there to give you their support. It is
very important to voice your feelings as these may not always be easily picked up by those around
you. If you need to talk to someone, don’t hesitate. Why are you volunteering? An important first step
is to ask yourself why you are volunteering.

Rainedge is sincerely committed to providing quality, rewarding volunteering experiences. We want
to provide opportunities that may not be available otherwise – opportunities to gain valuable work
and life experience; opportunities to travel, immerse yourself into a foreign culture; opportunities to
take exciting trips and excursions and of course opportunities to add value and leave an impact.

Because ultimately, this is not only about you, but about our students and the community you help by
volunteering. Due to the nature of volunteer work at our school, it's almost certain that something
about your trip will not be exactly as you expected. We will do everything we can to deliver a fantastic
experience and to solve problems that may arise. The best volunteers are those who are willing to roll
with the unexpected, even with disappointment, in order to learn and achieve inner growth.

As a volunteer you have access to fantastic opportunities. Our volunteer placement at Rainedge
International Centre in Kenya is a chance to explore a new culture, gain valuable work experience and
qualifications, enjoy exciting excursions and try to make the world a better place. However, it’s
important to remember that as a volunteer you should always aim to be at least as valuable to our
Centre as it is to you. Here are some tips on how to do that:

•

Be positive – a can-do attitude and a willingness to get stuck in can make more of a difference

than you realize.
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•

Keep an open mind – try not to have fixed ideas about what you will do: circumstances and

needs can and do change. Be ready for new people, a different culture and unexpected challenges.
•

Embrace a culture of sharing – don’t be afraid to share your knowledge and don’t forget you

are there to learn too. Embracing what our staff and other volunteers can teach you will make you a
more valuable volunteer; and by sharing your experience and ideas you can help others to grow as
well.
•

Be realistic about what you hope to achieve – think about how long you can volunteer for and

plan any projects or activities to fit that timeframe, or else make sure they can carry on without you.
You are most valuable where you can contribute to our long term goals.
•

Take something with you – most volunteers have access to valuable resources which can make

a real difference at Rainedge International Center. This might be second hand sports kit, storybooks
or medical supplies or electronics.

This booklet covers the information you need to know about your volunteering placement, what you
need to carry with you from home (packaging) money withdrawals, our code of conduct and both
mental and physical preparation during your volunteering time with us.
Our volunteer placement is designed for those looking for a different challenge in a world different
from their own ready to unlearn common ideologies.
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We have established quite a number of projects to create a healthy and working community through
sports, art, feeding program, education and child care. Our Volunteer Placement is as follows:

Beginning as four preschool classes in a building made of clay, Living Fountain Academy has grown
into a full kindergarten and primary school offering quality education to children from Sure 24 and the
community. The school has been in existence for the last ten years with the current population of
about 300 students and 12 teachers.
The school consists of a nursery school with three class levels and class one to eight (primary school),
which is completed with a final examination. All students at the school receive two meals per day,
which for some students is the only food they get in a day. All students are given school uniforms,
shoes and school books etc. the school also has a computer lab where leaners are offered simple basic
computer packages.
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Rain Edge High School is a premier private secondary school in the republic of Kenya offering national
curriculum.
The school is committed to a broad based, holistic and inclusive system of education. Furthermore,
the school thrives in an environment that Foster's innovation, creativity, competitiveness, information
technology and critical thinking to drive transformation. It was established in the year 2014 with an
enrolment of 26 students in the form one class.

Sure 24 Homes consists of:
Sure 24 Boys
The Sure 24 Boy’s Dorm houses boys between the ages of 8 and 19 years old. All of the boys attend
school and are watched over by a patron who lives with them.
Sure 24 Girls
The Sure 24 Girl’s Dorm houses girls who are 8 to 19 years old. They all attend school and are
overseen by a matron who lives with them.
Sure 24 Nursery
The nursery is a special home for boys and girls from 3 to 7 years old. The boys and girls have separate
sleeping areas and live with two female caregivers who offer much needed attention and care.
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We take music and other forms of arts (drama, ballet, aerobics, fine art etc) seriously as they can be a
tool to inspire and also as a platform for our children who would like to take art as part of their career
in the future. Our own living fountain academy has participated in several music festival and most
recently came up with their own composition song “Mama” which gave them an entry to the national
level.
We have also developed a brass band consisting of about twenty students, which is coming out very
well. The aim is to prepare all round students for any opportunity that might knock at the door and
therefore rehearsals are taken very seriously.
At Rainedge, we really believe that creativity is an essential skill in nowadays world. The ability to find
new solutions relies more on creativity than just on a big amount of theoretical or technical
knowledge. Specially here, where the lack of resources is an everyday concern, being able to think of
new solutions can be a great advantage for our pupils in the future. Art can also be a perfect way to
develop self-confidence, to learn how to express emotions, how to recognize them and deal with
them. Art can educate tolerance, respect, multiculturality or equality. Through art, kids express their
feelings and thoughts, and makes any conversation related much easier than a traditional approach of
asking them to express themselves with words. Keep in mind that by Creative Arts, you are not limited
to plastic arts. You can teach them about music, theatre, dance and corporal expression. They are not
used to have access to many materials, so a few stickers, coloured papers, pencils, or almost any small
material you can bring, will have a huge impact in their motivation to learn from you. However, we
encourage you to be a creative and use recycled materials. This way, we want to guarantee that you
make the best out of your volunteering experience, and we all learn something new from it. We have
had a theatre group with classes 4th to 8th, which delighted both pupils and teachers. The kids that
participated took the big step of putting themselves in front of the school, and brought up some really
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interesting topics. Theatre is a great way to open up discussions about society, how to improve it and
about what worries them.

We have established a rugby team that has gotten opportunities more than once to play a rugby
tournament in the UK.
We also have sure24 football club that has been place for the last four years. This is a team of young
people that we have developed from the community and some of them are coming from our own
home (sure24 homes). They have participated in regional leagues and with their exceptional
performance they have won several trophies and awards.
You can either volunteer as a rugby coach/trainer or as a football coach at sure24 football club.

Every class from grade 4 to 8 has one hour of ‘Physical Education’ per week. The role of the volunteer
interested in it, is to prepare and lead these sessions to make the best out of that hour, adapted to
the age and development of each group/child. The Kenyan curriculum is extensive; therefore, the
children need many hours of study to learn the subjects covered and pass their exams. Physical
Education can be perfect to relax from the pressure of standard classes and learn some out-of-school
skills. Teamwork, initiative, cooperation, the understanding of games rules, sportsmanship, tolerance
to frustration and self-confidence are just examples of all the skills that kids can easily develop
through sport. The kids from Sure24 Homes don’t have a lot of experience on playing new games,
explained and lead by an adult. For this reason, you will have a lot of room to teach them new sports
that will challenge them. We recommend you to create a professional environment with a structure
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of activities and games to do during that hour. Starting with some easy games as warm ups,
introducing the children/group to team games while improving their motor skills with any material
you can find available; ropes, balls, tires… creativity is the key.

You can stay for as long as you wish!
All fees are listed as per week.
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30%
• Goes directly to management to cover your upkeep.
• This includes food supplies, transport and all utility costs.

60%
• Directly goes to improve the lives of our children.
• Is used to buy School materials, teacher salaries, social workers, school fees, food
supplies for our children and so on.

10%
• Is used for administrative purposes like paper work, money transfers and so on.

• Accommodation by

the host family/parents
• Airport pick-up and drop off
• Food, Bottled Water and Coffee
• Donation towards Rain Edge
• In-country 24/7 Volunteer support
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First Day: You will be welcomed by our volunteer coordinator and introduced to the children and local
staff. If undertaking the teaching volunteering program, you will be introduced to the different classes
and be assigned one according to both the needs and your preference
A typical volunteer day from Monday to Friday:
•
•
•
•
•

07:15 – 07:45 AM Breakfast
09:00 – 04:00 PM Volunteers join their projects
01:00 – 02:00 PM Lunch break
04:00 – 07:00 PM Free time to relax, play and explore.
07:00 – 08.00 PM Dinner
Please note, this schedule can vary.

Rain edge offers you a platform not only to serve but to learn and gain experience on how to interact
and appreciate different cultures, their value systems, level of exposure and different expressions of
human dynamics. We have extended our platforms to fit every kind of volunteers; ranging from arts,
sports, education, agriculture, feeding program, community empowerment and street outreach. All
you need to bring on board with you is passion, determination, sacrifice and enthusiasm. Just apply
and we’ll see where you fit best!
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You will be staying with your host parents, about 5km away from the Centre’s premises.
The house is self-contained thus you well be assigned a special room for your privacy.
Bedding, warm water and Wi-Fi are available.

Breakfast and dinner will be provided by your host.
• Breakfast
Coffee, English tea, fresh fruits, eggs, sausage and toasted bread are available for breakfast. You can
try our local tea as well.
• Lunch
We provide a light lunch for our volunteers at the school and this is usually snacks.
• Dinner
We have a great choice of African dishes such rice, potatoes, ugali (corn meal), chapati (local pancake)
and fruits for dessert and roasted meat.
Arrangements can be made on the particulars required to make such dishes.
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PACKING
Below are some suggestions about what to pack. Everything on these lists is essential or useful.
When packing, seriously consider what you really need to bring with you. If you can live without an
item, and think that you would be upset if it was lost, or broken, consider leaving it behind.

KIT LIST
• Small Towel, Bedding is provided in the volunteer house. • Toiletries – consider bringing dry
shampoo and wet wipes • Hand sanitizer • Anti-malarial tablets • First aid kit, Plasters
• Cold and flu relief • Painkillers (paracetamol, ibuprofen) • Insect repellent • Sun screen •
Reusable water bottle • Pocket knife • Mobile phone • Adapter (if your country does not use the
British 3-pin socket) • Books • Music (portable speakers are great too) • Cards and games • Any
teaching aids you wish to bring

We do not ask for any fixed amount in terms of money for the purposes of donation, although
internal/volunteers should feel free to give towards the same. It’s unlikely you’ll need all of the
baggage allowance provided by your airline, so why not use that extra space to bring donated
equipment and resources? Many of the following will be greatly appreciated at Rainedge international
centre.
• Course books and teaching aids • Stationary (Especially pens) • Art supplies • Toys and games •
Children shoes • Children clothes • Children school bags • Old laptops

Ask your friends and family if they have things they no longer need, or get more creative with fund
raising. If you have space, don’t waste it!
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There are a couple of things to bear in mind when packing clothes for Kenya. The first is the weather it
can vary quite a lot, so it’s best to plan for hot sun and pouring rain. You’ll need to dress to protect
yourself from the sun, but also be prepared for rain. Try not to wear too many white clothes, as these
will be ruined by the dust/mud before long. Lightweight shoes will also be ruined quickly, so do not
bring your favourite shoes. The second thing to consider is standards of dress. We expect a normal
standard of dress. For boys and girls, long pants are advised, to protect against the sun.
When on placement or in public, avoid short skirts and shorts above the knee, and do not leave your
shoulders or midriff bare. Do not forget that you do not need to bring a big amount of clothes, and
you should pick them to be comfortable more than pretty.

Laundry
Clothes will be hand washed while you’re at Rainedge international Centre (and most probably
everywhere else in Kenya). You can ask your host parents to arrange the washing for you.
ATTENTION FOR FEMALES: It’s against African culture that woman wash other woman’s underwear.
Please do not give your underwear for washing. You have to do this yourself.

Getting sick can ruin a trip, but by practicing proper hygiene you can greatly reduce your chances of
falling ill. Make sure to follow these guidelines while in Kenya.
Drink only bottled water. Never drink tap water – this is fine for the locals, but will almost certainly
make foreign travellers sick.
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Wash all fresh fruit and vegetables before you eat. All food at your volunteer home is prepared
hygienically.
Wash your hands often. Carrying a bottle of antiseptic hand-gel to use during the day can be useful.

Below you will find some basic Kiswahili phrases that you will find useful on a day-to-day basis.
Consider getting to grips with Kiswahili more seriously if you can, as it will make a real difference to
your relationships with colleagues and neighbours in Kenya and enrich your experience as a volunteer
and visitor to the country. It is a very simple language to learn and we have seen volunteers becoming
completely fluent in Less than 4 months.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greetings Jambo- hi/hello
Hujambo? - How are you?
Sijambo? - Good/Fine
Salama - Fine/Peaceful
Habari za nyumbani? - ( What is the news at home?) How is home?
Habari za shule? - How is school?
Jina lako ni nani? – What is your name?
Jina langu ni Sophia- My name is Sophia.

BASIC VOCABULARY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asante – Thank you
Tafadhali- Please
Ndiyo- yes
Hapana- no
Samahani- pardon me/excuse me
Kwaheri- goodbye
Kwa nini?- why?
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•
•
•

Kwa sababu- because
Hodi! - May I come in?
Karibu- Come on in/Welcome

BASIC VOCABULARY IN THE CLASSROOM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mwalimu- Teacher
Mwanafunzi- Student
Kitabu- Book
Kalamu- Pen
Karatasi- Paper
Ukurasa- Page
Soma- Read
Andika- Write
Swali- Question
Nina swali- I have a question
Sijui- I don’t know
Jibu- Answer
Sema kwa sauti- Speak louder
Sema tena- Say again/repeat
Kazi ya nyumbani- Homework
Sentensi- Sentence
Zoezi- Exercise

The currency in Kenya is the shilling (KSH). As a rule of thumb, 1$ = 115 KSH; however, exchange rates
fluctuate a great deal, so it’s a good idea to check them before you leave.
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It is easy to exchange any amount of money at banks in Nakuru. If you wish, you can exchange enough
money to last your whole stay. If you do so, however, make sure you have somewhere secure to keep
the bulk of the money.

You can also withdraw money in Kenya if needed. The Kenyan team and other volunteers can show
you ATMs where you can withdraw money. Make sure to inform your bank that you will be making
withdrawals in Kenya, or your card may be blocked.

Everyone who works with other individuals through Rainedge and sure 24 homes have the legal and
moral responsibility to perform their duties in a way that assists and does not harm the children,
youth and vulnerable adults with whom they work or their own integrity as a volunteer. As a staff
person/volunteer, I promise to follow the rules and guidelines in this Code of Conduct as a condition
of providing services to the children, youth and/or vulnerable adults.

As a staff person/volunteer, I will:
• Treat everyone with respect, patience, integrity, courtesy, dignity, and consideration.
• Use positive reinforcement rather than criticism, competition, or comparison when working with
children, youth or vulnerable adults.
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• Maintain confidentiality in all matters related to normal business.
• Be collaborative and honest, as I am working as a team, and will share my doubts or disagreements
with the rest of the members.
• Follow the rules of the organization at all times, and if in any case, will seek the approval and
permission of my supervisor.
• Treat all material provided by the organization with care and respect.
• Promote the interests of the NGO and its beneficiaries, respecting the local culture and the team.

As a staff person/volunteer, I will not:
• Touch or speak to a child, youth or vulnerable adult in a sexual, abusive, or other inappropriate
manner.
• Ridicule, threaten, or degrade children, youth or vulnerable adults.
• Use discipline that frightens or humiliates children or vulnerable adults.
• Accept or give gifts to children, youth, or vulnerable adults without the knowledge of their parents
or guardians and/or my supervisor.
• Use, possess, or be under the influence of tobacco products, alcohol, or illegal drugs at any time
while engaging in activities with children, youth or vulnerable adults.
• Use, possess, or show pornographic materials to children, youth, or vulnerable adults at any time.
• Use profanity in the presence of children, youth or vulnerable adult.
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Web:
www.rainedgeinternational.org
Email:
rainedgeken@yahoo.com/sammynawali@gmail.com/
onyangojames78@gmail.com

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/sure 24 homes
Mobile (Kenya):
+254 721334651
Address:
Rainedge international centre,
P.O. Box 13068-20100 Nakuru Kenya
WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO HEAR FROM YOU.

THANK YOU!!
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